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Performers: Roberto Alvarez, ute (track Z)/ Balraj Gopalkrishnan, guitar 1 (track 7)/
BuyankhishigTogtokhjaygal, mm‘in khum‘ (track 4)/ Robert Castccls, piano (track 4 and 6)/
Chew Lu—Min, violin 2 (track 8 to 10)/ Gankhuyag Sclengc, denshig (track 4)/ Sheik Haikcl,
rapper (track 1)/ Leong WaiYan, twelve-tone piano (track 5)/ Lim Meng Keh, Vibraphone
(track 5)/ Reidid Ncihgncllab, guitar 2 (track 7)/ Seah HuanYuh, violin 1, Wall street bell and
clectro-acoustics (track 8m10)/SingaporeYouth Choir Ensemble Singers (track 1)/ Katryna
Tan, harp (track 2)/ Tang Ivshyan, cello (track 8 to 10)/ Jennifer Tham, choral conductor
(track 1)/ Shane Thio, piano (track 3)/ Vaanchig Batzorig, ikvl and voice (track 4)/Yeo Jan
Wea, viola (track 8 to 10)/ Zhao Xiao Dong, temple bell (track 8 to 10)/ ZhengYin, keyboard
and nineteenitone piano (track 5)
Producer & author of programme notes: Dr Robert Castcels
Recording and mixing engineer: GaoYang (track 4, 6 to 10)/ John Herbert (track 1 and 3)/
Eric Watson (track 5)/ Zhou Xiaodong (track 2)
CD mastered: I’avane Recording Studio, Singapore
Initiator and coordinator of the CD project: Didier Ballenghien, CIC Singapore Branch
Coordination of the CD design: Rose Teo, CIC Singapore Branch
Text editor: Jolie Giouw
CD artwork: Forum Graphic Production
Recording location and dates: Track 1 Eastward studio (22710—2003) and Lion Studios
(17—0472004)/ Track 2Y0ng Siuw Toh recording studio (22~02—2011)/ Track 3 Lion Studins
(23701 ‘20()8)/ Track 4 Pavanc Recording Studio (25-03—2011)/ Track 5 Studio Theatre
LASALLE-SIA College ofThe Arts (03 and 04-12—1999V
Track 6 Pavane Recording Studio (05—12-2009)/Track 7
Pavam‘ Recording Studio (20—11-2010)/Track 8 to 10
I’m'anc Recording Studio (174072011 and 28402011)
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NOTES BY DR ROBERT CASTEELS
1) Shadow Catcher
Shadow Catcher for double chorus a cappella and rapper is based on a text by Singaporean
playwright Elangovan after the following sufi saying by Haidar Ansari:"a voice told me last

night: there is no such thing as a voice whispering in the night". I wanted to challenge
the image of choir being a girlish activity by introducing a rapper. Shadow Catcher is
challenging for the conductor, because he must synchronise two choirs whilst following the
rapid verbal flow of the rappcr.Thc rapper stands in tho middle of the stage with each choir
positioned on his left and right side. Each choir is divided into 20 different voices. Singers
use body percussion, which means that sound is made by using parts of the human body,
in this case finger snap, hand clap and stomp. At the vow end, all singers raise dramatically
their arms and point to the audience, as they sing the last words”a voice whispers to you!”
Iconducted the premiere in 2004 in Singapore’s Esplanade Concert Hall with rapper Sheik

Haikel.

2) Nachtlied
Nachtlied literally means Night Song in Flemish, which is my mother tongue. Far from being
nighttime is a mirror of the day with the difference that everything

a phase of inactivity,

is magnified: by night, sounds seem louder, silences are pregnant, shadows threaten,
buildings are more awesome and less ugly, as if nature reasserts itself over people. In short,
I endeavoured to express the ambiguity and mixed feelings of the nocturnal fantasy versus
diurnal boring matter-of—factness.

Part 1 evokes a warm, heavy night with pitch F tolling obstinatvly above little eruptions of
activity. Part 2 evokes the simple desire to sing. A pentatonic scalc weaves around up and
down a naive and passionate tune in D Major creating a jarring garland. In part 3, the harp
expresses darkness, threat and growing anxiety whilst a small boy walks in the darkness
whistling loudly to show that he is not afTaid. In fact, the boy is afraid and Stepwise loses his
condence. Indeed in part 4 the feeling of fear bursts out, then gradually recedes as pitch F
sharp is a reassuring beacon of light that invites us into the next part. Part 5 bathes in a gentle
halo of light, a peaceful vastness of amniotic water above which the utes sings and sings
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and sings,\’ct. the cuncentric water ow accelerates and seems to suck us to the bottom of
the ocean or into the daily reality Instead of drowning in part 6, by some onciric twist, one
finds oneself transported high up into the skies, oating here and there in the air, weightless,
free from gravity and time, ascending, and descending, playing with the warm currents of
air like an eaglc, Night roasscrts its presence towards part 7, during which we travel in the
reverse of part 1 until thetopcn and of part 8 vanishes in thin air.This track has appeared on
Cd recorded by Rubcrto Alva r07. on the ute and Ka tryna Tan on the harp, entitled La Noche,
21“ Century music for ute and harp.
21

3) Sui Yuan
In Mandarin, the title Sui Yuan means”t0 follow one’s destiny, one/s fate”. This piece was
inspired by Buddhist spirituality and was written in one day. Chinese people also use the
words Sui Yuan casually to mean to play by Car, to go with the ow. I sense that westerners
travel through time in a linear manner, constantly on the move, oven‘ present moment
instantly becoming a past. In cuntrast. the oriental sense of time is concentric, seemingly
staying on the same locatiun but always going deeper and deeper insideThv latter is exactly
what happum in Sui Yuan‘ In the first mm, the piano phrase is repeated 12 times, with
each phrase comprising 6 clomcntg As notes disappear gradually in each repeat/ the whole
phrase becomes shorter and shorter until a short pause is reachedThe reverse proccss takes
place in the second part, in which there is also a subtle play between the notes that are left

to resonate and those that short and dry.

4) Shame
In August 2010, I travelled to Mongolia and ioined a scientific expedition to track and
record golden eagles in their natural habitat. I was very impressed by the landscape and its
inhabitants, I read a book of Mongolian literature translated in English and published by
the Mongolian Academy of Culture and l’m-tw. l was struck by the pocm"Shame, shame"

by Dulduit Danxanrajaa. lively verse ends with the interjection "shame”. After lamenting
on the shortmmings of successively the elderly, youngsters, wise men, princes, daughters,
ministers, pandits, yogis, students, doctors, cautious people, girls, scholars, husbands and
wives, the poet cxclaims: ”if 1 have these faults myself, then I am first amongst equals”.
The poet concludes: ”who, young or old, docs not?” Little did I know that Danzanraiaa
who lived from 1803 to 1856 is Mongolia's most celebrated poet and that this poem is

part of every secondary school’s curriculum. Danzanrajaa was also a prominent composer,
painter, astrologist and the believed to be the incarnation of a Lama. Six months after mv
ioumcy to Mongolia, I met the Mongolian Ensemble Khan Bogd who was performing
then in Singapore. We got along despite the language barrier. The pitches I wrote for the
western piano in Shame deliberately contrasts with those of the Ike] and Morin Khum‘, two
Mongolian traditional string instrumenm The damped or resonating sounds of the szshig
or finger cymbal punctuate particular words of the poem.

5) The Irremediable
In The lnemediable, I combined European puctry with an Asian instrument, the
Indonesian gamelan. The Irremediable is the 4‘“ piece of’No Face”, an evening-long
theatrical happening that was premiered 0n ()5 1311999 in the studio theatre of LASALLE—
SIA College of the Arts in Singapore/No Face"is based on Les Flmrs du Mn! (Flowers of Exil),
a celebrated collection of verses written in 18-15 by French poet Charles Baudelaim Poem
number 84 is titled“L’ Irrémédiablc’C Irromcdiablc means something that is impossible to
alter, something beyond redemption, From the first intense chords, thé music surges foxward
without restraint, all the way until the last chords with a sense of an inescapable strength.
A last high pitch F sharp tolls nineteen times in the distance. This refers to Baudelaire's
npcning verso“UnU Idr'v, mm Forme, 1m Eh‘v l’m‘ti [iv l‘n:ur..." (a Dream, a Form, a Creature,
Fallon from the azure realms)‘ My piece calls for four players on a \ibraphone, a kevboard,
a normally tuned grand piano, and another piano tuned to the notes of a gamclhn. The
keyboardist must also vary the tuning of oath note by a precise number of cents. In so doing,
the western 12-tone tuning system contmsts with a 197mm) tuning system of the gamelan.
The intense wobbling sound in the theme is created by the keyboardist using a joyI stick to
bend the pitch. The present recording is a life recording.

6) Tintinabulum
July 2009, I shared the daily life of the Akhas people in the village of Ban Saen Ia Rum,
high up in the mountains of northern Thailand. The ringing sound of the Akha voices
singing across the valley impressed me greatly and gave me the idea to use a compositional
technique of tinkling sounds, hence the title, Tintinabulum. The four initial notes of the
piece are linked to the acronym of Crédit Industrial et Commercial — Singapore Branch, who
commissioned this piece. I wished to leave creative space for performers, who are allowed
In
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to change the order in which the 6 variations are played. In this recording,
parts, which were later superimposed dun’ng the editing sessions.

I

play both piano

7) Chiaroscuro
In Italian, Chiaroscuro literally moans‘light or clear’ + ’obscure or dark’. Painters and art
historians use this term for the Italian Renaissance period to designate a particular painting
technique with strong contrast between light and dark to express a three—dimensional fee].
In this short piece for two guitars, the bubblingnging
tones called harmonics represent
lightness in contrast with the darkness of the repeated rhythm‘

8) Greed&Fear
Greed&Fear consists of three movements entitled the Stock Market Phenomenon, the
Trading Floor and All Desire. The electro-acoustic sounds were created by Seah HuanYuh,
who was also the rst violin for the first performance.
The first movement (the Stock Market Phenomenon) is a musical expression of the ritualised
language used in the world of nance.The French philosopher René Girard described the
financial markets as “a quintessential mimetic phenomenon”.Thc spoken quotes in the first
movement relate to mimetism as the central explanation of the stock market phenomenon.
T he successive quotes have been extracted from writings by physicists (the physics of financial
markets and the rationality of mimetism 0r herd behaviour) and economist Andre Orléan (a
taxonomy of mimetism in financial markets) or come from Wikipcdia (the denition of the
Minsky moment, the very moment of a market collapse which correlates to a mimetic crisis)
and intornct nancial blogs. Investors imitate other investors whom they regard as better
informed. While this mimetism remains rational when few people imitate each other and
validate their investment choice a postcrion', it becomes irrational and catastmphic when a
large group of people imitate in panic. There is quadruple shift simultaneously at work: a
shift between the world of finance that is utterly disjointed from the world of childhood, a
shift between form and content as the speaker can pronounce a text but cannot understand
that text, a shift between the literalify of the straight close—up of the speaker and her voice
that was deliberately filtered and distorted, and a shift between the non~emoon of the
speaker and the emotionality of market speculators.

The feeling of greed is musically expressed by a theme consisting of a long held note
followed by three short notes. This greed theme occurs 23 times.
The second movement (the Trading Floor) is a musical expression of the uctuating values
of stocks in the stock market, a world of high energy, hopes, achievements and bursting
nancial
bubbles. The 23 strokes of a bell sound is reminiscent of the NYSE bell which
heralds the start of a trading day. The notes played by the 4 string players go up and down,
each curve increasing in compass, dynamic and interval. This mirrors the euphoria (or the
maximum degree of greed at the end of 2006 and begin of 2007) against panic (or the
maximum of fear in September 2008). After the Stocks crash to market bottom Games a
moment of suspension with the surreal droning of the temple bowl‘ The temple bowl refers
to the temple of nances with their rites, language, high priests and their followers‘The high
priests are the economists and central bankers, their followers the bankers and brokers. A
new ringing of the market bcll marks the opening of another trading day. Life goes on. We
are back to square one as the memory of the 11mm speculum/s pain of losses and regret of
mistakes is as short as his last bad dreamThe sound transformation in real time of previous
compositional material expresses musically the speculator’s readiness to repeat the same
mistakes in the stock market context.
The third movement (All Desire) is a short ABA + coda expressing high energy and
optimism. The melodic and harmonic material is derived from the acronym CIC(S) of the
commissioning party: pitch c for letter C, pitch 6 or pitch mi from letter ma), pitch C for letter
C and pitch b or pitch 51 from letter (5)1'. Towards the end of the third movement, the players
murmur two quotes from French philosopher René Girard that refer to this mimetism
that seem to drive human behaviour in the Bull as well as Bear stock market:”Man desires
always according to the desire of the Other”and“All Desire is Desire to Be”. After the initial
substratum of chaos from which micro bubbles develop and after macro bubbles y out of
control and burst, this musical reection ends with the last ringing of the temple bowl in a
sense of serenity, the calm stemming from knowledge and wisdom.

Greed&Fear

is commissioned by Crédit Industriel et Commercial Singapore BranchAThe
performance by Seah Huan Yuh, Chew LuiMin,Ye0 Ian Wea and Tang I Shyan took
place in the Singapore Conference Hall on 5710—2011The string players were reading their
parts from an iPad.
—
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MILESTONES OF DR ROBERT CASTEELS
born from Flemish parents in Ticncn (Belgium), town on the language border
between Dutch spvaking Flanders and French speaking Wallonia
1965:
moves to Brussels with his family when his father is promoted into senior civil
service; educated in French speaking school
1968:
starts regular piano lussons
1976:
graduates from the Institut Saint Louis, Brussels, Belgium
1981:
graduates with first prizes in piano, chamber music, solfege, harmony and
counterpoint from the French Royal Cnnservatoxy in Brussels
1981:
studies analysis and composition with Marcel Quinet privately
1981:
composes his upus "I, Tmis pim‘s [111‘st pour via/ml sc’ul premiered in Brussels
1981 ~ 1984: Founding Music Director of the Brussels Wind Ensemble
1984:
graduates in orchestral conducting from the Flemish Royal Conservatory in
Brussels
1984:
declines the offer to join the Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel and abruptly leaves
the Composition class of the French Conservatory; studies with Peter Maxwell
Davies in Dartingtun
1985:
graduates in orchestral conducting from The Guildhall School of Music in London
1985:
becomes Music Director of the PreiCoHege Orchestra ofThe Juilliard School
1987:
graduates in orchestral conducting from The Juilliard School in NewYork
1987 ~ 1995: combines the position of staff conductor at the Brussels Royal Opera House with
Head of Conducting Studies and Founder of the Opera Studio at the Brussels
(Flemish) Royal Music Conservatory,- Artistic Director of Sounds of An Ignored
Lnndsmpv; guest conducts in Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the
Netherlands, Spain and the USA
1989:
awarded First Prize for contempnraly music at the International Conducting
Competition of the Hungarian Radio and Television
'1
993:
Conducting laureate from the Eétvtis Institute in Hungary
1995:
moves to Singapore and guest conducts symphonic orchesh‘as in Singapore,
Malaysia/ China/ Hong Kong and Australia,
1995:
composes his opus '15 in Singapore, first piece since opus 14 dated 1988.
1995:
Head of Music at LASALLESIA College of the Arts; organises and conducts
several concert tours of the LASALLE Gamelan Ensemble in Indonesia, Australia
and New Zealand

1997:
1998:

1958:

1999:

2000:
2001:

2001:

2002:
2002:

2002:

2002:
2004:

2004:
2005:

2005:
2006:

2007:

conducts the Australian premiere of Goldenthal’s ViHnam Omtnrio in Brisbane
Dean of the Faculty of Performing Arts at LASALLE—SIA College of the
Arts, Singapore; member of numerous jury panels and arts education related
committees in Singapore
composes and creates N0 Fm‘c, a controversial eveninglong interface for dancers,
actors, musicians, mum—media artists on poems by Charles Baudelaire
Founding Music Director of the Philharmonic Winds
awarded the Christoffel Plantin Award, the Flemish Government's highest medal
for cultural achievements, in recognition of his contribution to cross—cultural
research.
commissioned by the World Association for Symphonic Bands and Ensembles
to write a piece to launch its Singaporean chapter: Hui R110 opus 38, Celebratory
Spatial Fanfare for 1(1 horns and 7 percussionists
rst of whole series of innovative special project Mozart —Varése
commissioned by the National University of Singapore to write a large piece for
the commencement ceremonies: Sonata Pmma opus 38, for triple orchestra and
Balinese gaugsn with 3 simultaneous conductors
on the occasion of the demise of LASALLE College’s founder, J0 MCNally,
composes Elegy t0 the men you (1011’! mm‘ H"Wdﬂl/, opus 43 for Chinese symphony
orchestra, Balinese gnngsa, trombone chorus and quinton
Music Director of the Singapore NationalYouth Orchestra; gives the Singapore
premiere of Ritual by Pierre Boulez
awarded a PhD in composition at the University of Melbourne (Australia) with a
thesis on gamelan and contemporary music; second special project The Magic of
Music in Movies; releases a set of three compact disks devoted to his compositions
Associatein’Residence (Special Music Projects) at the NUS Centre for the Arts
commission by the National University of Singapore to write a large piece for
its centenary, the Centennial Symphony opus 48, for large Western symphony
orchestra, gamelan, tabla, Chinese and western string; prerecorded tape.
Artistic Director of the A5ia~Europo Foundation (ASEF)’s first music camp
I’mPulso held in Manila, the Philippines
premieres his Symphony no 3, opus 54 for orchestra of 70 musicians and chorus
of 70 voices, commissioned by the Singapore Arts Festival; third special project
Music and Architecture
fourth special project Food, Plants and Music
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fifth and sixth special projects Message for peace and Music and Birds
seventh special project Asia folktales and Legends; premieres Simplv-X opus 73,
for iPads, strings, grand piano and elcch‘oracoustic sounds
eighth special project Music and Finance
premieres his Symphony no 5 opus 90 for large brass orchestra and celestial
sounds as part of his ninth special project Music and Astronomy; premieres Music
frum tlu' Hmrh a cycle of eight love songs interspersed with pre-recorded human
heart beats as part of his tenth special project Music and Medecine,

2009:
2010:
2011:
2012:

CONVERSATION
WITH DR ROBERT CASTEELS
Ms Julio (Hmm' HG], lmx’ym' and amatvur musician and Mr Didier Ballcnghien [DB], Executive
VicoAl’rcsidcnt CIC Singapore Branch and amateur musician, talk to Robert Castcels [RC].
[JG] You graduated from top European and American music consewatoircs, won prizes in
competitions, embarked on a pmmising career in Europe, Why are ynu 50 passionate about
Asian arts; that you left liumpc? Why not for that matter the Americas or Africa? Why Singapurc
for all places, where you have been based for the last 15 years?
[RC] Pure luck bruught mc tn Singapore in 1995 for an initially shnrt period of time I felt
I could develop in Singapore whilst also contributing. I started to travel in the region and
discovered Asia’s cultural diversity How boring to confinc ()nc’s whole life tn :1 single cultural
tradition. I suddenly could compose again after a long silence of seven years, (It nearly sounds
biblical!) alsn became increasingly frustrated with the political deadlock Of my country of birth
that had also affected adversely the arts in Belgium. 50, there were both pull and push factors.
Given a different twist at another key moment, could have taken a completely different turn
in my life’s journey muld have settled and developed on another continan
[DB] Which piccc of music changed your life?
[RC] Bocthm‘cn’s 7’“ Symphony at age 12, Strawinsky’s Ritz’ Qf'Sp/‘ing at age '16 and Berg’s
"MUZl'Ck at age 21. did not choose these picccsThcy happened to be pcrfurmchthc master
pieces made such an impact on me that I can remember vividly each circumstance, how they
changed forwcr thc way porcciwd and rcspnndcd to music.
UG] When did you know you wanted to becomu a cnmpoacr?
[RC] When you read composcrs’ biographies that are detailed enough about their formative
years, you realise that there is not a typical pathway. Retrospectivel); 1 am happy not to
1

1

I

I

I

have been a precocious child genius, but to have bencfittcd from the encouragement of my
mother that balanced out the sceptical pragmatism of my father. This means I grew up in an
environment in which the arts were a natural urganic part, but I had to show perseverance and
acquiru discipline I was lucky to have had great teachers right from the start in my first mus‘ic
schnnl all the way until Leonard Bernstein at Juilliard. The improvisations and sight readings
I did cvcn' Sunday on tho organ during mass during my adolcsucnce proved later an to be an
important pan of my formation. I was always curious to dismantle all the nuts and bnlts of a
piece of music to really understand the music from inside out. During my Conservatory years,
several tmchers encouraged me to cmnposc, but I resisted, thinking that a lifeitimu would not
suffice to study the existing ocean of master piuccs‘ Wh} add second rate pieces? I was very
shy (0 have my first composition played in public I was genuinely surprised when my opus
1 was we]! received by the audience. Increasing conducting work prevented me to compose
rcgularlytars later in 1995, I returned to composition whcn l discm’crcd the complex tuning
system of the gamclan and was enchanted by its timbral beauty. Ideas surged. I frequently have
this image of idms queuing at my door and jostling {or attuntiun. Life has those ironic twists.

[DB] What does it mean to be a mmposcr?
[RC] To compose is to create a world that both liberates me and locks me up‘ The sense of
liberation
privileged
world has
up in ever

stems from self-empowerment that rranscends mﬂ\-' limitations, because I am
and humbled m invite other people to share this world. However, this selfichosen
also become a >L‘ltvimposed jail, because I need to follow a strict discipline and end
greater mlimdv.

[DB] Hou do you compose?
[RC] A piece of music has several stakeholders: the listener

is the recipient, the commissioner
and the pcrtormcr are the enablers and thc composer is the initiator At every stage of the
process of composition, the views of these stakeholders come into account, even it they diverge.
The rst stage is gaseous. Ideas come and go. Dreams are important. Anything, even the most
trivial, can be a source at inspiration The most grandiose nature landscape is not necessarily
inspirational. A rst draft can be a quick drawing with a few wnrdS.The charm of that what is
impossible.
The second stage is liquid. Questions surge. From Successive negative answers emerges
the way to gm. Decisions are taken in terms at musical language, structure, instruments and
duration, Sulutinns arc ottcn found during long walks or after sound sleepThu excitement for
whak becomes possible
The third stage is solid‘ With the help of a notational software, the music is keyed in, note by
note, bar by bar. The mind constantly moves from macro to micro thinking Scores are produced
after endless tedious proofireading‘ Rehearsals take place.The joy of music becoming reality.

HG] Can composition be taught?
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Y"
[RC]

In cooking! you can teach hnw to prepare, clean, cut and cook the
ingredients‘ Howeverl
behave that hndmg the right balance of ingredients cannot be taught. As a composition
teacher
myself, I endeavour to understand the ideas of mv student, then to open doors on what can
be
done with that idea. However, I cannot teach a étudent how to generate brilliant
ideas and I
should not impose my views. Ultimately, the qualih' of the ingredient and the
combination of
(

such ingredients matter most.
[DB] This brings another questiun:
do 'mu seem not to strive to be a cummerciallv
I
I
successful Cnmpuscr?
[RC] I reject both the stereotypes 0f the noble sclcss artist creating pure art for the generations
to come an (my hand, as well as the moncv obsessed commercial composer
producing at the
con'veynr belt for the immediate L‘onsumpfmn of the masses on the other hand I have been
adVISCd b\ well—meaning wishurs In rst hit gold b\' writing a hit, and onh‘
thereafter to pursue
my own Idealistic intent s. Howuver, realih' jus‘t does not work that win: A pnpulyar hit Iav
Cch aftcr years Of hard \vvm‘k in a particulhr directiun of writing what is likolv to become :3
hit I am convinced there is guod and bad music in wow genre. Bad music iS intellectual]
dlzhgnig alpd pour ink craftsmanship Familial and soda-I environment dictates
muc
very
'
'
'
,'
w Ic urvc Ion one ta '05 in art creatiun. Fo r thL‘ rcst,
‘ as the sayng
Y It 15' l "/o mspIratlon
gum,
and 99% perspiration

th

'

[JG] Granted the hard work, and dcspm‘ this proportion, would mu admit there is a good deal
of self-indulgence, vanity and masculine pride in artistic compoéition? Ultimatclv wi‘w
I
‘ do I\‘uu
compose?
A

[RC] Sclfrindulgcnco

and vanity? I doubt, given the arduous never ceasing work to find one“;
vmcc, giycn the nbligatmy acceptance 0f thc consequences in terms of life stvle,
given thé
mmpvt'mnn among composers and given the criticism levellcd b\' performers 5nd reviewers
Masculine pride? Certainly nut. Gender discrimination still exists i music performance but not
m creatiunfhc number of good lady composers grmvusx
To me, maklng music as'a conductor or pimjist bn’ngs immediate gratification, because
rehearsals
and'gloncvrt takc place 1n a short period or davs. Making music as a composer brings verv Glow
gratlhgaqn, becausgof the long span of nmths if not wars that clapscs between the
mbmnt
a mu51cal Idea germmatcs in the brain and the moment a
listener hears thc performance I
compose thanks tn :1 sort of creative impctunus inner well that simmers, boils. and crupte
I
have developed an internal sense nt audition, write at the desk and of course must know c>a‘ch
{nstrumc‘nh 1 like to work with nmsiuiam. Compnsing is also rewarding, because the research
us so cnnching, What is the point of
0an repeating music of the past? Collectivclv a s‘ucictv
can only own the music of its own til11c.’[‘hi5is thc etymulngical meaning of”c0ntc1p0}ary”.d
[JG] All right, but you did not answer the question about your ultimate goal in composing.
[RC] Simple: it somebody else would write the music I write and do this better, I would stop

immediately. I hope to create something meaningful. l have this vague image that Destiny
has set me list of tasks to do and things to create, and that no matter what debates I may
conduct intemally to make choices, my life consists merely in ticking Off boxes on a list of msks
to complete. Composing is an expression of life l"rhaps, with each new piece, harbour an
illusion to beat death.
UGI DH )‘nu like each one of your composition? Du you revisit them to improve?
[RC] Nut necessarily. I tend to focus forward and not look back over my shoulder, unless I have
to, ! rarely listen to my own music. I never use the audience as a guinea pig. All experiments are
completed well before the cunccrt day. What the public hears is the best I have achieved at that
moment in time, I agree whole heartcdly with Rus. an composer Shostakoch who said that
the improvement to a composition is the next compnsitiun.
[DB] Whn is your ideal listener? What would you say to a listcncr who listened to your music,
and gives you tho feedback that he does not understand, home does not enioy your music?
[RC] My ideal listener listens without prejudice, goes without fear with the flow and
superimposes his’her own narrative w my music.
The second questinn is fundamental and tough to answer. As the music unfolds, the composer
through the perfnmm‘sy creates a discourse m‘th expectatim‘ns that will be at times met and at
times contradicted The absence of contradiction means the listener gets bored, all déjé \u and
already heard. Constant contradiction means the listener's brain is unable to identify some
order, hence resulting in a sense of chaos, hencc displeasure. The capacity of the listener's
brain tn crvntu no“ cunnuctinns between bits at information and h) enioy the result, depends
on his social norms/ his phvsical health and his emotional balance. I reject vehemently the
theory that tho human brain only nds pleasure in simple mathematical ratios that in musical
terms produce simple triad uhnrds, I haw madv (gentle) experiments on babies and find that
thq,’ reacted positively on rhythmit music and negativcl) tn slow melodic music, regardless
of the musical language. I insist: regardless of the musical language. Music is often divided
into consonanccs and dissnnanccs. Obviously, in acoustics and in nature, such a thing as a
so—callcd dissonance ix readily accepted by today's listener
dissonance cannot cxistbcrday
as an innocent consonancu What rcmaim mmtam i> the fact that music consists of a series
of tension Corresponding m humanity's ability to question and rcsulutiun mrrcsponding to
its urge to find answers. [ chns’c the picture fur the cover of H115 CD, because it reminds me of
Plato's cave, Music frets mu form the condition Hf the prisoner in the caw.
[DB] This compact disk contains 8 compusitinns. What are their respective links with Asia?
[RC] The sound colour in Narhtlivd, the tuning system for Tim In'cnu'dmblc, the spiritual
inspiration for SuiYuan, and the literary inspiration for Shadow Catcher and Slmmr.
[DB] What about Nuvhtlicd? It is revealing, because although it is scored for European
instruments, the sound clearly has an oriental atmosphere Was it deliberate?
1
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[RC] Duos it sound oricnl‘al? Perhaps this is clearer to you. It reminds me of parents being
unable :0 SEC genetic resemblances in their own children I was not consciously trying to create
an Asian atmospheroThis CD ig the third in a act of three audio CD5 and one video CD entitled
Resonances of Asia‘ CD 1 mntaincd Triplumy, that is inspired by the poem of Singaporean
writer Edwin Thumbuu and Mirror nfSnu/ni that is scorcd for Eumpcan, Chinese and Indian
utes.
Cl) 2 contained Spirit nf Wand, which was inspired by traditional Malay wood carving
and/15in" Hil'dSongs with authentic calls from birds of AsiaThc last three pieces on CD 3 came
into being thanks to this CIC project.
[DB] SIM/Hr alnmst sounds more authentic than a Mongolian fulk song. Let us talk about
thc various sourws uf inspiration that seemed to be recurrent in your work, starting with
numerology“ n1 seem to bc fascinated by numbers. What is the purpose of incorporating them
in a signifiram amount of ynur compositions? Is this an intellectual game only to be
enjoyed by
yourself and follow academics?
[RC] The chuicu of the number duos not really mutton The fact nf choosing a number does
matter. Rcs‘trictivc marhvmatica] calculation is the price to achieve harmnnious proportions.
Every game is based on I'LIICS‘ In every composition, invent the rules that set for myself. I
believe that if I would impruvisc without rules, I would not be freer than when I create within
the limitations I set out to mycl
During the 1980s, I wrote a number of works based 0n the
Fibonacci sequence: thc finale of my Suite for piano, Amt/mp for solo ute and the trio for alto
ute, vinlin and harpsichnrd.
1
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HG]

In mathcnmtics, the Fibnnacci scrics are numbers that follow an integer sequence in
which each subsequent number is the sum of the previous two: I), l, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, '13, 21 etc“

How has the Fibonacci series inspired you in your compositions?

[RC] Thu Fibonacci scrius has been an exhilarating tool for melodic, rhythmic and harmonic
prugrcssion. I discovered the Fibonacci numbers when studying the works by composers Bela
Barték, Maurice Ravel and Claude chu»y.T11is series is Connected with thc golden ratio,
which gives me a tool to balancu H10 structure in a piece of music, to locate the exact point of
a

Climax.

[DB] Is 7711' lr'rvlllr’dinhlc based on number 1‘) and C:ft'(’dfF(’177'()n 237
[RC] Correct. Number I” was the key number of all I“) pieces that constitute theBur/n.1/m'gvcle,
composed from “’97 to ILNLA The choice of 19 came from the fact that I was using a tuning

system in which the well—tempurcd octave is divided mm 1‘? equidistant intcn’als. The choice
of 23 for Grz‘t'di'vh’nr is purely scrondipiluus. Its mnscqucnccs are not, as periods mntain 23
crotchcts, the first nmvcnwnt mnsists of 23 pcrinds of 23 seconds such, the Second movement
consists of 23 pcrinds uf 23 crotchcts each, and the last muvcment consists of 11.5 periods.
Tcmpi are multiples of 23.Thc greed theme occurs 23 times, and so on.
[DB] Can you give other examples in your work?

[RC] Elcgy tn tlw mm you don’t ”It"! (T'Iydny is a requiem composed in 2002 in memory of twu
ext‘raordinan' persons who passed away that year. This composition is based on the numeral
four, which (in the Cantonese dialect, sounds similar to tho word for”death”‘ Numfrmloay
permeates the entire structure of the piece as well as the number nf miusicians. Musicjrom the
Hum comprises cightp()cn15,as eight is the Chinese number for happmcss.
The National University of Singapore commissioned me in 2005 to write a substantial symphony
for its centenary. The symphony comprises ten themes: All the mmhcmatical proportions are
based nn the number 100,
When Alliance Frangaisc Singapore commissioned me a piucc to celebrate their ht ” annivgrsary,
I composed Trnis-Vingts in which its Six elements are based on number six. A rhythmic cell
happily hops 60 times,
Simplc»X for strings, piano, thrcu iI‘ads and electro-acoustic sounds \vasgumpnscd for the
tenth annivcrsary ofa chamber music group. Its chord progression unfolds. In [on steps. Fgr‘no
particular reasum, my trio for violin, cello and piano is based on a series or 10 + 8 + (1, g1wng
me the number ut' quavers in a period.
Since Flamenco’s music cherished number is twelve, divided El Inrdfn dc la Vida r In A/Ull’l‘’
into twelve parts. Rhythmic cycles, tempo markings and total duration are based on the figure
and its multiples ot' tu'clw.
1

Number seven takes a scminal signicance in my second Symphony, in an organ piece entitled
Alrlln and in m\' npvm Dc Ix'uartriddm'. In this symphony, the choir sings rst the names of
famous mathewaticians,
Xhun later the mathematical formula of dc Fermat’s tamous last
theorem. 1 do not adhcrc tn the common belief that numbers and pleasure are antithetical. In
fact, to me, numbers contain endless possibilities for inspiration/ metamorphoscs and dreams.
un he acronym of QC Was that the
time \‘ou used letters of the alphabet as a nowmusical reference in a music Cnmposnmn?
[RC] 1 was very happy to L‘mbark on the project Resonances of Agia thanks'tp CIC and
wanted to have a pcrsonalizcd reference to the bank embedded in the conipntlonsghepcc
the folluwing musical transposition of the acronym m CIUS): pitch c stands my letter L, pitch
0 or pitch mi for letter m(l), pitch c again fur letter C and pitch b‘or pitch <1 fur letter (5)1‘
Composers have for centuries assigned letters to individual notes or music. I haw dune such
musical cryptngrams before this project
In 2003 I focused the melody of Spirit anond on pitches a, c and e (or mi), in rcl’crcnce to the
commissioner, the Asian Civilisations Museum.
In Song of the Open Road, I associated the poem’s protagonists (you, I, we) and distinctive
words (rdad, Soul) with a distinctive musical feature such as a particular pitch, 1nterval, chord
or rhythm. In A line rum: Away, a composition for mime and kayagum on a Korean poem,

[DB] Fascinating.le last three works on this CD are based

rst
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every mnsunancc 0f the Engliah translation of the poem corresponds to a particular non—
transposablc diatomic pitch and every vowel to a chromatic transpnsablc pitclm
In the song Il’lilw Culi’n', I also established a correspnndcnco bctwccn certain words and certain
pitches, cg. pitch I tor anything related to anger and pitch b for anything erotic.
Ditto in mﬂ\' upcra [)6 Ix'mu‘fr'iddt'r, in whiuh, for example, the timbre of metal percussion
corresponds to gnld and money. Ultimately, I think it is unimportant that a listener is aware or
made awarv at thv prvscncc of numerology and crvptography, I do believe that the listener does
feel instinctively that [here is an underlying, nrganic structure that makes sense
[jG] Nature seems in be a rccurrcnt source of inspiration in your work, Is the ecological theme
a fashionable suurcu of inspiration and Convenient when other sources or ideas else runs dry?
[RC] One of my earliest picn'u mmpuscd in 1983 entitled TI'Pt’S was already inspired by
nmgniticcnt trees I saw in Dartingtun in Devon,
For the piucc entitled A Day 111 HH' Ll’ Ufa Gm‘dm, I rccurded sounds from gardens and parks
in Singapore. Suunds of rain, thunder, birds, tmgs, crickets and ioggcrs are integrated with the
music played by the instrumentalists.
The full secure nf I‘nmimmk lists 37 ways sounds can be created from bambou stems and banana
leaves.

The inspiration for Hal/(’1‘ {\(WYSS [hr Hal/er was a sojourn I made in 2009 in the mountains near
thc'I'hai—Laotian border, where I was privileged to share the daily life of the Akhas. I was deeply
impressed by the grandiose scenery as well as the way members of the hill tribe communicare
with each other across the vallcy.
Asian Bird Smrgs is a dense cumpusitinn, a journey from artificial imitation to forceful
imprisonment to cndangcrcd trccdnnm lec any other citizen, I also inherited the magnicent
cnvimnmcnt that is our planet earth. l’mgrms has enabled me to unioy a certain lifestyle, yet
that some progress is dush‘m‘ing much of nature’s beauty. The solution is not t0 exile oneself
and live like a solitmy drummcr on thv cdgu of socictv. The challenge is to be rcspomiblc
within the society and if necessary, marginal within the
tem. Our responsibility is to pass on
naturc’s magnicencc tn the nuxt generatiuns.
HG] My nuxt question muld be labelled the mnductor’s paradox. You are an accomplished
Conductor in ynur own right. For having played under you, I have cxpcricnccd rsthand your
Conducting technique and at times crccncss during rchcm‘sals‘ I read in your catalogue of
compositions that you wrote one piccv {or three conductors, one piece where one conductor
conducts hm ensembles, and throo pieces without conductors. Duos Castecls the composer
have a psychological axe to grind with Castecls the conductor?
[RC laughing] I don’t think u. I had to conduct ve musicians for my wind quintet Vngnfin
Supvr Fugm Let me answer first specically in order. Three conductors leading simultanenualy

three different orchestras in Smmm I’mjmm was a practical solution to a rhythmic conundrum,
Sn doing, 1 was able to use very simple note values (nothing more than quavch, crotchcts andﬂ
minims‘) to create subtle rhythms and complex tempo uctuations between large grnupspt
plavcrs. Simplicity, hence a minimum of rehearsal gives me a maximum golyrhythmlc uxdlt):
stercgphtymc
On'o conductor conducts rwn chairs in Shminzv CLm’hvr, because the left-I'lgl
dualih' UF 2 singing gmups divided into 38 parts corresponds well to tho ldL‘ or VOICCS
whispbring in the nightfl‘ho real conductor here is the rapper.
7' pCl'CUS innists, the circum»
In Hm R110, a celebl‘atnn' spatial fanfare for 16 horns and
ambulating bang 21' player acts like an auIra] conductor. Inﬂ Holler mm» [ht Holllcf‘, a solo
percussiunist occupies on stage the place ot the cm‘gduc'tor With rows of players posmoncd 0n
the left and right who respond each other just like hlll mbe people do when they mmmunlcate
half singing and half shouting across the valley.
In Hollm'm‘mss Hm Holler as well as in Simplv-X, the players are obliged to listen to and interact
with each other much more than when they switch on their automatic plang mode to follow
a conductor’s batnn.
[DB] The invisible conductor has become a super conductor in absentia. It feels as if the
absence of a conductor reinforces his presence,
[RC] In Bm‘lmmr: my 9, a piece for gamclan orchestra, vibraphong, .gu zheng, tape and dancers, I
included a difficult‘cadcnza fur the conductor: whilst all the musmans hold the same long note,
the conductor has to beat a whole Series of fast and changing time signatures. This theatrical
gesture is‘ the ironic rm crsc situation when mmicians have to sweat 1.t out thh complex
plm'ing whilst the cnnductm' cunducts simple four beats per -bar. The frannc movements of the
coductor also mirror the energetic activity of the dancers. Ot cuurSe Burlayar: mgr 90n1y makes
sense visually in a concert, not in recording.

[JG] \Nhat role does politics occupy in your \er, if an}?
[RC] I am not sure of the meaning of your question
[JG] Do worldly events inspire you?
[RC] am not a politically engaged artist I respect composers who think

differently: but I
1
believe the function of art is not to support a pulitical cause, nur [U be scltithcrapcutlr tor the
creator I believe that a public concert that uses taxpaycrs'muncy is not the place to express my
political vicn’xThal said, do not live in an isolated ivory tower.
In 2003 I composed an introverted and nonvvirtuosic piece for Pcrcgssinn and strings, in which
tho pcrcussiunist plays whilst speaking up against the absurdity of war. The second Gulf War
was looming. l was very disappointed at the level of Intolerance that seemed to contaminate so
many minds and hearts all over the world.
When the National University of Singapore commissioned me to write a large scale symphonic
1
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work to cclcbratv its ccntcnmy, I proposed a structure nf five movements, each
corresponding
to a period of the history nf the UniversityThe fifth movement deals with the
tumultuous and
still sensitive period of the 505, How should I interpret musically the closure of the
Nanyang
Univursity and its merger with [he then University of Singapore? The more I read and asked,
the loss] felt I undcrslomt In the end I did not take sides. I created a dialogue between
Chinese
and \N’cstcm instruments, at first within the same tonality Gradually, the instrumental
groups
move away from each other and nverlap in a sort of double superimposed monologues.
In the
last section, I superimpoacd both themes to symbulixe the merger between the
two universities
Towards the L‘nd nf my second symphony, after a massive climax, I have three piccolo
utes
playing with a aimplc tune, but using exactly the rhythms of the Belgian federal anthem.
Concurrently, various groups of instruments drift off playing a crude Flemish folk song in an
independent tcn1pU.Thc piccnlos desperately my tn impose rhythmic order, but to no avail‘
In
the score, I wmtc Mars Bulgiw, the Belgian Death—rho symbolism is obvious to
any Belgian and
any listener aware of the centrifugal disintegration nl' Bulgium.
In contrast, when Belgian burn Alain Vandcnborrc acquired the Singaporean
nationality, I
wrote a piece for piano {our hands entitled Whm Tim Nations Myer, in which I
superimposed
and combined the National Anthems‘ of Belgium and Singapore.
[JG] Did you explain the backdrop of the pieces to the audience in programme notes?
[RC] I did not. Again I think that the concert stage is not the appropriate place for a political
rally. Speaking of which, during the campaign of the Singapore General Elections in
2011, I
attended several outdoor rallies out of curiosity The rapport with a speaker and its
audience
inspired me to compose a piece for twn violins, entitled The Ommr.
I would say that my only truly political
composition is entitled N!) M, subtitled No Money No
Music, No Music No MoneyThc score has no music written out in the conventional
way, only
symbols. I invite artists (quote) ”to reect on the relationship between the Arts and
Money,
when thu arts muct money and Money meets the arts”(cnd 0f quote).
[JG] Jumping to another source of inspiration, can I ask you what place Spirituality has in your
Compositional world?
[RC] Fact is, I am born into Catholicism, Given the amount of criticism I have levelled at the
Catholic Church as an institution since my adolescence, it is surprising that I did write a few
works inspired by the Bible.
Ono ut' my earliest composition is a Rz‘gmu Cnrli for choir a cappella. 1n Wnrum [sf dds
Lichf, I
reect on this basic question that haunts us all: why is light given to us? In
other words, what
is the meaning of life? VVlthout wanting to impose what can
only remain a presumptuous
answer to the question, the last peaceful chord of the piece does offer an answer. I also
wrote
Two I I‘l/mns for chair.
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[RC] love reading books and have not taken up with c-books. Even if the libretto chosen for
my opera Dc Kam'tridder already existed, I wanted to read works that dealt with the Faustian
myth bv Thomas Mann, Christopher Marlowe and Goethe (and a fascinating novel by the
Swedish writer Carl -Johan Vallgron titled Docummrs rmzroming Rulmshnv the Gambler).
[DB] How does humour appear in your work?
[RC] Humour in music is difficult to express, because music is far from beinga universal language
The emotions music expresses are universal, but the musical language itself is not‘ Bach’s and
Mozart’s jabs of humour arc incomprehensible to modern audiences because reference points
have changed. Cultural differences render certain situation hilarious. I remember conductin
a concert of contemporary gamclan music in Jogyakarta in 1997‘ Knowing, that one shoulg
not stand higher than the krmpul agong, the deepest hence largest gong, and knowing that
I am incapable to sit cross—legged for a Ion time, I found the solution to sit on a low stool
to conduct. The next night a European con uctor came on stage to conduct his concert, and
was startled when the whole audience erupted into laughter and loud comments. The poor
conductor was at a loss, and most probably did not know that turning onu’s back to a Javanese
audience is highly improper, even butler-cine. The added irony was that this conductor came
from Indonesia’s former colonial mastcr‘ n my Grosse Senate, I assembled a collage of every
movement of every one of Beethoven’s 32 piano sonatas. In a piece for 6 celli entitled Sixty-Six,
I made a collage of 66 quotations of the cello repertoire arranged chronologically, interspersed
with snippets of the ultimate cello piece, Each 3 first cello suite. 1 am afraid only performers
might enjoy this tour-de-force.
[DB] Satire?
[RC] Satire is much easier to express. Fifth piece of the cycle entitled Na face, Cnvnm refers
to a convocation ceremony in an academic institution, when graduates receive ofcially their
awards. My Cnvnm is a pavanc or slow processional dance that mocks the senseless race for
reco ition through paper qualification. In my opera Dc Kaartridder, at the climax of the second
gam ling and drinking scene, have rappers rapping with a Latin prayer.
[JG] Your recent work seems to incorporate a lot of demo-acoustic sounds. After a gamelan
period, are you going into hard electronics?
[RC] do not have long term plans. A posteriori, it is possible to divide one’s work into phases.
I discovered clectro~acoustic music when conducting works by French«Amcrican com oscr
EdgarVarésc. 60 cars later, his music has not taken a wrinkle. Science and the arts a ways
advance hand in and. In the history of Euro can lutherie, the 18'“ c. saw the advancement of
string instruments, the 19‘" c. that of winds. n the 20‘“ c, electricity has opened a new world,
starting with the electric itar, an instrument which lam fond to include whenever suitable. In
composition, it happens t at the subject matter seems to take the load and impose choices. After
counting, I am surprised that I have included electro-acoustic music or prc-rccordcd sounds
1
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in 15 of my compositions" [n the final movement of the Centennial Symphony, one hundred
cloned sounds are released and dissolve in outer space, sending a message of friendship. Given
my limited technical knowledge, I collaborated with professionals, like Adam Collis for Cm'rtn,
Bob \brschuercn {or 777mm 51mm and l’antimmk, Sutari Supari for Bird Songs, Alvin Ng for Dr
Kaurn'iddvr, Seah Huan Yuh for Grmdc‘var, and GanYang for Spirit of Wood and City Scnpc.
[DB] Of all your projects, which are the two you are the most proud of?
[RC] In 1994, I managed to combine the two symphony orchestras of the Flemish and French
Royal Conservatories of Music into one to perform a challenging masterpiece, Ritm’l by Pierre
Boulez, fur a major arts festival. Apart from the artistic success 0f an enterprise totally politically
incorrect, one must understand that while these two institutions are housed in the same
premises, they are locked in bitter conict. For one evening, performers and audience accepted
each other?» differences. For one night. there were no Flemings and Wallnnns.
In 2005, I Conceived and executed the rst music camp of the Asia—Eurnpc Fnundatiun. Rather
than have an Asian orchestra play old European music, 01‘ for that matm the
reverse, I managed to win over ASEF’S heart with the following simplu
idca: each membcr State of ASEF sends one graduate in his/her twenties,
My list comprised a balanced East-West mix of composers and players
playing western and eastern instruments, as well as chordophoncs versus
acmphoncs. Cmnpns‘crs composed. Players practised. Everybody converged
for a ten—day camp in the Philippines that culminated in Manila in a concert
of all new music. The programme did not include any of my music. Fur one
evening, there was no“East i5 East, and West is West, and never the twain shall
meet".

[JG] What are you scared of?
[RC] That intolerance Shrinks‘

our green planet to a meaningless pom
hard nut. That our way of life has rendered our planet inhabitable but to
a minority of lucky few who, if necessary, can afford to pack and emigmn'
to another planet.

[DB] And what do you fear in your own artistic journey?
[RC] That the whole thing disappears in a black hole! N0 scrimmh,

jnkvs apart. I hope I will keep silent the day I have nothing left tn
my, khak I will simply leave it at that nal bar,
[JG] Huw can interested readers discover more about your work?

[RC] My web site wwwrobcrtcastcelsggm
[IG and DB] Thank you. Merci.
[RC] Avec plaisir!
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Music compositions by ROBERT CASTEELS
Shadow Catcher opus

52 (2003) [6:19]
for double chorus a cappella and rapper on a text
by Elangovan after a $qu saymg by Haldar Ansan

7

for two guitars
8

Nachtlied opus 74 (2010) [9:06]
for ute (alto, C and piccolo) and harp

Sui Yuan opus 40 (2002) [2:35]
for unaccompanied piano

Chiaroscuro opus 75 (2010) [3:28]

9

79 (20“) [18:58]
for string quartet, temple bell, Wall Street bell,
video and electro—acoustic sounds
1. The Stock Market Phenomenon [9:19]

Greed&Fear opus

Greed&Fe§r
2. The Tradmg Floor [7:08]

Shame opus 77 (2011) [8:06]
for voices, ikel, mnrin khzmr, dmshig and piano

The Irremediable opus 37 (1999) [7:28]

10

Greed&Fear
3'

A“ DeSIre

[2:58]

for Vibraphone, grand piano, gamelan—tuned piano
and keyboard

Tintinabulum opus 67 (2009) [7:15]
Six Asian Variations on CICS, composition for two
nr three pianists on two pianos
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